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It’s the end of February, one
of the coldest and darkest
months of the year. It’s often
very depressing and stressful
for people. They are tired of
the snow and the cold, they
are ready for some signal of
warmth. 

The day I shot this photo to
the left, it was the same
story. After several days of
mildly warm weather for
winter time, it turned cold
again. I wandered in
between these buildings and
found these artworks. Their
bright colors were a stark
contrast to the crumbling
Post-Soviet buildings they
hang on. 

It reminded me that in the
middle of the dark, light and
hope can be found.  

 A Different Perspective

Natural Beauty

While meeting with some of our
people, we took a trip to the
waterfall at Kuldiga. This is the
widest waterfall in all of Europe. It
was a sight to see, and I can only
imagine how beautiful it will be in
the summertime.
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Here in Jelgava, you can find a
wide variety of nations
represented because of the
local university. We have close
contact with several of the
Indians, and they are such
beautiful people. One of the
guys that attends services was
leaving for a week and decided
to fix a typical Indian dish for us
following a Bible study one
night. EVeryone was concerned
about my ability to handle the
spice level, but there was no
need to worry. it was very
delicious!! I cannot wait for
more Bible studies to happen
and to see the Gospel spread
to every nation and every
tongue. Love, Sweet Love

This being the month of Love as it's
often called, during the weekend
that preceded Valentine’s Day we
celebrated love. At Game night we
each took turns naming one thing
that we liked about our seat
neighbors and one thing we liked
about ourselves. During Sunday
service we learned about the Love
of God and how much He loves
each and every one of us. We all
can use more love in our lives, there
is no such thing as too much love. 

Please continue to pray for the
nation of Latvia and its
restoration of Hope. If you’d like
to donate towards the mission,
please contact me.
Global Mission Account:
#369487


